Synopsis
This text shows that research is important beyond the classroom and is a necessary component in any career. Beginning with coverage of skills and techniques, this comprehensive text then moves into specific kinds of academic research tasks, showing the generic features and constraints of academic writing. The main issues necessary for understanding how to read and construct research projects are discussed, including plagiarism, copyright and patents, conventions used by different discourse communities, and how writers use sources in different ways.
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Customer Reviews
I just want to say that the website had the book labeled in good condition. When I received it. The binder that hold it together was torn and the front cover was ripped a bit. But other than that everything else is fine.

A nice textbook that contains interesting and helpful articles for understanding different topics in college writing.

Arrived just fine, haven’t had to use it yet but so far so good!

I’ve found other, better books for the same topic.
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